COMET BPA

The COMET BPA modernizes mission critical applications at GSA. As the IT services vehicle for the Federal Acquisition Service (FAS), COMET replaces the CAMEO contract.

COMET permits task orders under one of seven functional areas.

- Solution/Application Design, Business Analysis, Development, Integration, and Configuration
- Data Management and Securitization
- Program Management Support
- Release Management and Post-Implementation Maintenance Support
- Support Help/Desk
- Training and Change Management
- Authority to Operate (ATO) / Security Support

Under COMET, Team Karsun modernizes systems through a technical approach which accommodates complex requirements including O&M, COTS, and custom development task orders.

**Experienced People:** With over 20 years of direct experience supporting GSA, Team Karsun modernizes highly complex FAS-IT systems without increasing O&M costs.

**Lean Methods:** Team Karsun methods place users at the center. Engineering methods maximize flow through Agile Kanban boards, ensuring effective and efficient implementation. Configuration and change management are automated through SecDevOps and Site Reliability Engineering best practices.

**Outcomes-driven Guidance and Control:** Team Karsun’s CMMI Level 5 (DEV) based performance management system continually adjusts execution to adhere to performance objectives and SLAs. Iteratively analyzing metrics and feedback, the team pilots innovations then operationalizes successes across the program.
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**Karsun Solutions**

- **CAMEO SB Prime**
  - 10 years of experience across 7 GSA Contracts
  - Multiple $100+ million prime contracts
  - Modernization contracts on large scale multiple-award BPAs

**Deloitte.**

- Prime contractor at GSA
- History of innovation
- Strategic partner
- **Large-scale change management** and transformation experience

**T-FREX**

- **$800 million prime past performance** delivering modernization and transformation to the US Census

**Guidehouse**

- Deep COTS experience
- 7 prime contracts to develop, O&M, modernize, and transform GSA mission critical applications
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**CONTACTS**
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